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The cause of knee pain varies. Some examples include:
Ligament or tendon injury
Repetitive motion injuries
(See RSI on reverse side)
Muscle imbalance
Osteoarthritis
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Knee Injuries
Cartilage (Meniscus) injury
Iliotibial band syndrome
A variety of pathological
processes. These are rare
compared to mechanical
causes.
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Tendonitis: Some of the bodies
largest muscles have tendons
that cross or attach at the knee
joint. Weakness, imbalance or
abnormal tension in these
muscles can result in damage
and scar tissue proliferation
around the tendons and soft
tissue. ART addresses all the
involved tissues removing scar
tissue and enhancing circulation.
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Iliotibial Band Syndrome: ITBS presents as a sharp or burning
pain on the lateral aspect of the knee, thigh or hip. ART
addresses the entire kinetic chain, placing emphasis on muscles
and soft tissue above and below the knee joint. This includes the
hip and pelvis area as well as the lower leg and the ITB tself.i
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Ligament and Cartilage
(Meniscus) Injury: Problems
with gait, muscle imbalance and
problems in the kinetic chain of
the lower extremity including
the low back, pelvis, ankle and
foot can lead to injury to these
structures. Specific ART
protocols can successfully treat
these problems without drugs or
surgery.
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Osteoarthritis: This condition is most commonly caused by the
cumulative injury cycle described on the reverse. The key point
is arthritis develops from loss of joint motion leading to: 1)
weakening muscles 2) increased forces on the bones and
cartilage 3) reduced circulation, joint lubrication and lower
oxygen levels.
ART addresses this problem by removing soft tissue adhesions
thus improving circulation and oxygenation of the tissue as well
as improving joint mobility
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